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STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION AND GAS REACTIONS, OF SMALL
METAL PARTICLES BY HIGH-RESOLUTION, IN-SITU TED AND TEM
ABSTRACT
The existing in-situ TEM facility was improved by adding &
separately pumped mini-specimen chamber, The chamber
contains wire-evaporation sources for three metals and a
specimen heater for moderate substrate temperatures, A
sample introduction device was constructed, installed, and
tested, facilitating rapid introduction of a specimen into
the mini-chamber while maintaining the background pressure
in that chamber in the 19(-9) millibar range.
Small particles and clusters of Pd, grown by deposition
from the vapor phase in an in-situ TEM facility on
amorphous and crystalline support films of alumina and on
ultra-thin carbon films, were analyzed by conventional
high- resolution TEM and image analysis in terms of
detectability, number density, and size distribution, The
smallest particles that could be detected and counted
contained no more than 6 atoms; size determinations could
be made for particles >1 nm in diameter, The influence of
various oxygen plasma treatments* annealing treatments, and
of increasing the substrate temperature during deposition
was investigated,
The TEM technique was employed to demonstrate that under
otherwise identical conditions the lattice parameter of Pd
Particles in the 1-2 nm size range and supported in random
orientation on ex-situ prepared mica films is expanded by
some 3% when compared to 5 nm size particles. It is
believed that this expansion is neither a "small-particle
diffraction effect" nor due to pseudomorphism! but that it
is due to a annealing-induced transformation of the small
as-deposited particles with predominantly composite crystal
structures into larger particles with true f.c.c. structure
and thus inherently smaller lattice parameter.
I, IMPROVEMENT OF IN-SITU TEM FACILITY
The existing in-situ TEM facility, based on a Siemens
Elmiskop 101 transmission electron microscope with a large,
custom stainless steel specimen chamber <1>, was modified
to include a specimen introduction system and a minichamber
with improved vacuum at the site of the specimen. Fig,!
shows a true-scale cross-sectional schematic drawing of the
center portion of the regular custom chamber with mini-
chamber and front end of the specimen introduction system,
In this drawing, items (1) to (3) show the bottom of the
existing custom stainless steel chamber, the upper pole
piece of the objective lens, and a vacuum seal between the
two, respectively, Item (4) is the specimen table which
glides on the pole piece (2) upon x-y movement with the
specimen drives which are made of uhv-compatible components
and with bellows feedthroughs and are located inside the
existing stainless steel chamber (10), Items (6) and (7)
are lower and upper parts of the minichamber, which is held
within the specimen table (4) with a conical insert (5)
which can be adjusted in z-direction (parallel to the
electron beam), The lower part of the chamber has the
contours of the bore in the pole piece, but is mounted
without touching it or the aperture body (see Fig.2), and
contains a 600 micron hole for exit of the electron beam.
The upper part (7) of the minichamber contains a conically
shaped bore which seats the upper portion (5) of the
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specimen holder, When the specimen holder is inserted for
microscopy, as shown in Fig.l, the lower portion of the
specimen holder (ii) rests on the lower inside ledge of the
minichamber, When the specimen is being removed by upward
movement of the specimen holder assembly (50)/(52), the two
wires (9) engage in piece (11) and lift it. Upward motion
of the specimen holder (50) with (11) is achieved by
lateral motion of rod (54); while this rod is moved to the
left, piece (52), which is connected with pieces (50) and
rod (54) by hinges, glides over the contour of piece (8)
with the lower hinge point moving straight upward. This
upward motion finally turns into a sideward motion after
the lower part (11) of the specimen holder has cleared the
minichamber. At that time, most of the rod (54) is already
retracted into the tube (31). Further retraction conceals
finally the entire specimen holder in this tube, which can
then be retracted entirely through the airlock (not shown)
to the outside. Part (52) contains a coaxial hole for the
electron beam, and part (50) contains a 600 micron aperture
to reduce the conductance between the main chamber (at 1*
10(-8) mbar) and the minichamber (10(-10) mbar pressure
range). When the sample is inserted for microscopy, parts
(52) and (50) are disengaged to avoid vibrations from the
transfer rod to be transmitted to the specimen via direct
contact with the minichamber. When the sample Is removed,
the now created 12 mm DIA hole into the minichamber is
closed with a gravity-operated mini-flapper valve (not
shown).
Part (41) shows the pumping line for the mini chamber. A
bellows connector isolates the pumping section in terms of
vibrations from the mihichamber, In the vertical portion of
part (41) a custom, pre-calibrated nude ionization gauge
(not shown) is installed to allow accurate pressure
readings at the site of the specimen. All parts are made of
304 stainless steel, except for part (11) which is made of
tantalum. Baking of the minichamber is achieved by
(a) the filament of the ionization gauge;
(b) operating (underheated) a titanium sublimator pump
mounted at the right side of the bellows at part (41);
(c) and operating underheated simultaneously all three wire
source evaporators mounted in the space below the top plate
of the minichamber (7).
At present, a vacuum at the site of the specimen of
2*10(-9) mbar has been obtained with a LNH-trapped oil
diffusion pump operated with Santovac 5 fluid. Calculations
indicate that a vacuum in the mid (-10) range should be
obtained with a well baked pump. Indications are that the
present limitations are due to the pump; and arrangements
are underway to replace the diffusion pump with an ion
pump.
Operations of the microscope have shown that the base image
resolution of the original in-situ TEM facility has not
been affected by the introduction of the mini- chamber and
the sample introduction system, The x-y lateral movement of
the specimen, severely restricted by the small size of the
apertures in parts (6) and (50), seems nevertheless
sufficient for most practical applications.
IN-SITU TEM EVIDENCE OF LATTICE EXPANSION OF VERY SMALL
PALLADIUM PARTICLES ON SINGLE CRYSTAL SUBSTRATES
Small clusters of palladium (1-2 nm size range) were
deposited at room temperature inside a controlled-vacuum
specimen chamber (10(-8) millibar background pressure) onto
muscovite mica substrate surfaces, After electron micro-
graphs and diffraction patterns of the randomly oriented
deposit had been taken under conditions minimizing electron
beam exposure, small sample areas were flash-heated with
the electron beam to induce particle coalescence to some 5
nm mean particle size. Photoplates containing diffraction
patterns, taken at the same specimen areas before and after
particle sintering under otherwise identical conditions,
were analyzed by photo-densitometry, using corresponding
mica reflections as relative internal standards, Assuming
that the Pd lattice parameter of particles in the 5 nm size
range is that of bulk palladium, the lattice parameter of
particles in the 1.5 nm mean size range is increased by
(2.9 +- 0.3)%. The results were discussed in the light of
recent findings of a significant lattice parameter increase
of small Pd particles epitaxially grown on MgO <2> and of
electron diffraction calculations of very small metal
aggregates <3>. It was determined that the observed lattice
expansion is not due to pseudomorphism, which was the
predominant mechanism in ref. <2>, and "apparent" lattice
expansion <3> has been ruled out by careful choice of the
particle sizes involved. It is, instead, believed that the
lattice expansion is primarily due to a transformation of
the i.5 nm as-depositftd Pd particles with predominantly
composite crystal structure <4, 5, 6> into larger particles
with true f.c.c, structure and with inherently smaller
lattice parameter <4>.
A preprint of a paper submitted for publication covering
these results <8> is attached as APPENDIX i to this report.
Reference <3>, which has also been submitted for
publication within the present grant-year, is included as
APPENDIX 2,
PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS OF PARTICULATE METAL DEPOSITS
Small particles and clusters of Pd were grown by deposition
from the vapor phase under uhv conditions, Amorphous and
crystalline support films of alumina and ultra-thin
amorphous carbon films were used as substrate materials,
The growth of the metal deposit was monitored in-situ by
scanning transmission diffraction of energy-filtered 100
keV electrons and high-resolution TEM analysis performed in
a separate instrument. It was established, however, by
in-situ TEM that the transfer of specimens in this case did
not unduly affect the size and distribution of the deposit
particles, as had earlier been found for the case of Pd/MgO
in-situ depositions <7>,
It was found that the cleanliness, stoicheometry,
crystal Unity, and structural perfection of the support
surface play an essential role in determining the
crystalline perfection and structure of the particles, For
example, Pd/alumina deposits could be greatly affected by
prior exposure of the substrate film to an oxygen plasma
which presumably oxidized the alumina substrate to perfect
stoicheometry, In that case, fine Pd deposits appeared
independent of the crystal structure of the alumina support
(amorphous, gamma/delta, or alpha). On not treated alpha
alumina surfaces, the deposit particles were much smaller
and exhibited a higher number density. In spite of the
oxygen plasma treatment, Pd deposits on carbon films were
quite different (higher number densities/ higher sticking
coefficient) from those on alumina substrates.
Thfe smallest clusters reproducibly prepared contained no
more than 6 atoms; but size determinations below i nm
average particle diameter are very problematic with
conventional TEM, Pd particles grown on carbon supports
feature a (probably) impurity-stabilized mosaic structure.
A preprint of a paper on this subject <9>, submitted for
publication, is attached as APPENDIX 3 to this report.
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IN-SITU TEM EVIDENCE OF LATTICE EXPANSION OF VERY SMALL
SUPPORTED PALLADIUM PARTICLES
K. Heinemannx and H. POPPB
Stanford/NASA Joint Institute for Surface and Microstructure
Research, Moffett Field* CA 94035
x Eloret Institute, 1178 Maraschino Driver Sunnyvale, CA 94087,
U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
A direct, in-situ TEM technioue was employed to demonstrate that
under otherwise identical conditions the lattice parameter of
palladium particles in the 1-2 nm size ranee (supported in random
orientation on ex-situ prepared Muscovite mica) is expanded by <2.9
+ 0.2)% when compared to particles of 5 nm mean size in which case
the lattice parameter is believed to have reached the bulk value.
The expansion is not due to pseudomorphism and is considered to
only secondarily be a size effect. It is instead believed to be
primarily due to a transformation of the 1.5 nm as-deposited Pd
particles with predominantly composite crystal structures into
larser particles with true f.c.c. structure and with inherently
smaller lattice parameter.
INTRODUCTION
The increased interest in structure-sensitive catalysts has
revitalized research efforts on the structure of very small
particles. The smaller the particles? the more difficult the task
of determininG such vital characteristics as the crystal structure*
morpholocy* and lattice parameter* because most of the methods used
to determine these Parameters are based on scatterinc of X-raas or
electrons* which becomes increasingly difficult to detect and
assess with decreasinc particle size* Whereas for particles larcer
than about 3 nm excellent hieh-resolution TEM methods exist* such
as direct imacinG of lattice planes (e.G.* (1* 2)) and various
methods of dark field iniaeins (e.c.» (2-5))* with which shape*
structure* and morpholosy of small particles can be determined*
comparatively very little has been published on particles less than
1.5 nm in size.
In the size ranse UP to 1.5 nm* the ratio of surface- to bulk
coordinated atoms in the clusters is very hich* which often Gives
rise to dramatically different catalytic behavior of such small
Particles compared to bulk material* and which can alter the
crystal structure and the lattice parameter of these particles. It
has* for example* been sucsested that the initial Growth of f»c»c.
crystals occurs as multiply twinned particles (MTP's) (6-7)* and
earlier work in our laboratory has resulted in evidence that the
crystal structure of twinned particles is (slichtly) different from
f.c.c.* e.G.* body-centered orthorhombic for decahedral particles
3nd rhombohedral for icosahedral particles <8? 5). This in turn
implies that the "lattice parameter?1 if deduced from low-order
diffraction rincs that are indexed as if the structure were f.c.c.?
is also different from the bulk, material* For the case of
decahedral and icosahedral particles? a reduction of the packinc
density? when compared to the f.c.c. packinc density? by 2.28% and
7.06% has been calculated <8>? respectively? civinc rise to a
commensurate "lattice expansion" for these MTP's. Other
investicators have also reported lattice parameter chances of small
particles? and a broad spectrum of results? from moderate lattice
contraction to substantial expansion has been reported for various
metal/ substrate systems and experimental conditions (9 - 18).
We have recently published findincs of lattice expansion for small
particles of palladium deposited in-situ under controlled vacuum
conditions onto McO <19). This expansion ranced from 2-*J% for the
smallest detected particles? which were in the 1 to 1.5 nm size
ranee? and Anton and Poppa <17) reported expansion of small Pd
particles deposited at elevated temperatures onto carbon? mica? and
alumina substrates. Whereas most of this earlier work involved a
hiGh decree of epitaxy (19)? where pseudomorphism as major
explanation for the lattice expansion could not be excluded (or
other Questions? such as impurit,y stabilized composite crystals?
were left unanswered)? no experiment has been reported where the
lattice parameter of small particles was determined in-situ at the
same substrate area? before and after manupulatiori of the sire of
the particles such as by local e-beani heatino induced sinterinc of
small into larcer particles* It is the subject of the present
paper to further Quantify the phenomenon of lattice expansion of
small metal particles by emplouinc such a techniaue that optimally
excludes any ambicuities stemminc from different treatment of the
evaluated samples.
EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS
Palladium was deposited from a wire source installed in a custom
stainless-steel specimen chamber fitted to a Siemens Elmiskop 101
TEM converted for in-situ experimentation <19* 20). A total
nominal thickness of 0.5 nm of palladium was deposited at a rate of
0.1 nm/min (assuminc unity stickinc coefficient) at room
temperature onto Muscovite mica specimens prepared ex-situ by
thermally induced cleavace from 3 bulk mica sample (21). Durinc
deposition and the subseauent coalescence treatment» the backcround
— 8pressure was maintained below 2*10 mbar. After takinc
ifiicroGraphs and selected-area diffraction patterns of the
as-prepared deposit (Fie.la)» the imaced specimen area was exposed
to a mild flash-electron beam to induce short local heatine and
concomitant particle coalescence. Microscopy at the same reference
area (Fic.lb) as well as at other areas that had not been affected
by the flash heatinc was then resumed. In addition to a sharpeninc
of the diffraction lines* commensurate with the larcer crystallite
size <5 nm after flash heatinc vs. 1.5 nm before) due to less
Scherrer- broadenina <22t 23)» minor texturinc of the oricinally
completely random deposit was rioted* similar to earlier findinos
for cold on alpha-alumina where thermally induced epitaxy of
oricnally randomly oriented deposit particles was reported (2^ ).
Further experiments checked by TEM and TED at the same reference
areas included anneal ins UP to 250 C end exposure to hydroGen and
CO at 250 C for 10 min at 5*10~ mbar partial pressure of the
respective cas. Neither of these latter treatments had a notable
effect on the TEM or TED results* i.e.* on the shape* number
density* locationr and decree of epitaxy of the particles* and we
therefore show only the final status of the reference specimen area
in FiG.1c »
The diffraction patterns were evaluated by lioht optical
densitometry, Usinc the Pd (111) reflections of the 5 nm particles
as a standard* i.e.* assuminc that these reflections correspond to
the bulk lattice parameter of 0.38893 nm for palladium (i.e.* d(Pd
111)=0.2216 nm)» we determined the d-spacinG for a characteristic
pair of mica reflections contained in the same densitometer trace
(Fie.2* curve A* 0.1266 nm). Me then used this spacine as a
calibration standard for the densitometer trace of the SAD taken
before particle coalescence had been induced (Fie.2* curve B) and
determined the palladium d-spacinGS accordincly. Utmost care was
used to always scan pairs of SAD patterns in the same directions in
order to eliminate any errors stemminc from substrate film bendinc.
The results indicate a consistent 2.9% increase of the lattice
parameter of the 1.5 nm Pd-particles. The error norGin in the
determination of the lattice parameters was 0.2%. The exposure of
the 5 nm Pd particles to hydrocen at elevated temperature did not
affect the lattice parameter* which suacests that the particles had
not been notably oxidized. However* the exposure to CO did slichtly
expand the lattice of the 5 nm particles. (Whereas all other
lattice expansion reported here occurred uniform* the expansion due
to CO exposure was non-uniformJ it was found to be 0.8% for 111
planes* 0.6X for 100 planes* and within the error maroin no
expansion was found for 110 planes.)
DISCUSSION
The findinG of 2.9% expansion of the lattice of small Pd particles
seems Qualitatively in acrcement with our earlier results on McO
<19> as well as with Anton and Poppa's results (17). Turkevich et
al» (18) report a lattice parameter increase averacinc 1.5% over
the bulk parameter for Pd presumably supported on carbon. Their
conclusion is based on TEH lattice imaces of Pd particles upwards
of 2 nib in size. They report that the lattice parameters measured
for Pd varied substantially with particle size? and they found no
lattice expansion in similar experiments with Pt particles.
Takayanaci et al. <9) presented a microsraph of Pd islands
deposited at 350 C on McO showina moire frinces. They measured the
moire frince spacincs to be 2.5 nm and succest that they are of the
200 type. Under these assumptionsf their islands would have the
bulk Pd lattice parameter. However* considerinG the <100> direction
indicated in their ficure (Fie.7 of (9)) and the epitaxial
relations Pd<100>//MaO<100> and Pd<100)//McO<100) (9»19>t the
direction of the moire frinces suGcests that they are of the 220
typer instead. In this case* a 2.2% expansion would result. This
result is actually unexpected? because it refers to Quite larce
particles <5 - 10 nm size ranee)? well within the size ranee where
for the present case of randomly oriented Pd particles on mica we
are already assumins the bulk lattice parameter. We therefore tend
to explain their result as due to pseudomorphism* which is
consistent with our earlier interpretation of our own results for
Pd/McO (19). This* in turn* renders our present results not
confirmed ban but rather separate from these earlier results (19*
9)r necessitating an explanation different from pseudomorphism in
this case.
Our present results contrast with earlier results obtained in our
laboratory for the case of Gold on mica* where evaluation of (i)
the imaced substrate lattice planes* (ii)the directions and
spacincs of (rotational) Au/mica moire frinces* and (iii) the
ancles between particle and substrate directions determined by the
particle contours and the direction of the imaced lattice planes*
led to the conclusion that the lattice parameter of the cold
deposit was actually contracted (by about 1%» decreasinc for
increasine particle size) when compared to the bulk parameter of.
cold. This result was averaced from a number of microeraphs such
as Fie.6 in (25). It was obtained in spite of the circumstance
that (i) the Gold particles were considerably larcer (10 - 50 nm)
than the Pd particles in the present case* and that (ii) the
substrate lattice parameter was actually larcer* which means that
the lattice misfit actually increased rather than decreased in that
case. Mays et al. <11> found similar shrinkace for cold on carbon.
Eioswell (12) earlier measured lattice shrinkace of almost 2.7. in
cold particles of some 2 nm in diameter* The results were
explained in terms of surface stress* which is increased for small
particles due to the hich surface- to- volume ratio. Palmberc and
Rhodin (26) refined this explanation in terms of enhanced surface
valency. The findinGS for cold are further complemented by an
evaluation of earlier TED and TEM results obtained in our
laboratory for cold on sapphire* where an oricinally fully random
deposit was epitaxially realicned (24) by local electron beam
heatiriG similar to the method used in the present report (see
Fie.3). Densitometry of the SAD patterns of that experiment yields
a modest lattice contraction of O.&X in well textured recions
(Fic.3b> that had experienced moderate flash heatinc temperatures
(stace d of FiG.2 in ref.(24)) and UP to 0.95% in those recions
that had been exposed to relatively hich flash heatino temperatures
and showed perfect epitaxy (FiG.3c>. Contrary to the present
resultsr epitaxial realicnment occurred in that case without
substantial increase of the mean particle dimension (of about 7
nm). The lattice contraction can* therefore* in that case not be
explained as a particle size effect. Instead* it could be
attributed either to pseudoniorphic influence or to the circumstance
that a hich fraction of the as-deposited particles were composite
crystals* includinG icosahedra* in which case the 220-like
reflections would have been expected to appear at a smaller
diameter in the SAD patterns (27* 8) and would thus have simulated
an expanded lattice of the 110 planes that were used for this
measurement. The results show indeed that durinc the process of
thermally induced epitaxy (24)* the majority of the particles
auto-sintered into sincle crystal particles* now havinc true f.c.c.
structure. This can be deduced from the much larcer number of
particles showinc uniform diffraction contrast within the entire
particle outline (FiG.3b and c)* rather than the 'fraGmented'
diffraction contrast (Fie.3s) which is characteristic for composite
particles (includinc decahedral and icosahedral particles) (5* Bf
28). Hence* the lattice has appeared shrunk. Althouch the first
of these two possible explanations (pseudomorphism) for the
observed lattice 'shrinkaGe' in the experiment of ref. (24) does
conform with the Au( 111 >//<X-alumina( 1102) epitaxial orientation
(Au<110>//«<-3lumina<1012» that had been induced* we lend more
credence to the latter explanation that involves the transformation
of composite particles into f.c.c. particles.
The combined findincs for Gold and palladium on various
substrates indicate then the followinc two basic mechanisms by
which the lattice parameter of small> clean particles can be
influenced* <i) a pseudomorphic influence that is described by an
interaction between the metal and the support and may* if the
misfit is necative (metal lattice smaller than support lattice)
lead to an expansion* and (ii) an influence of the hich
surface-to-volume ratio of the particles* Generally leadinc to
contraction. To these one can add two more factors that can lead to
an apparent chance of the lattice parameter? (iii) a
crystallooraphic effect* such as a chance from icosahedral (or
otherwise polyhedral or composite) structure to f.c.c. crystal
structure durinc particle Growth* which would appear to indicate a
larcer lattice parameter for the small particles (8)» and (iv) an
pure diffraction effect (not further discussed here)* where the
multiplication of a Scherrer- broadened scatterinc pattern (with
peaks at the exact Brace positions) with the rapidly decreasinc
atomic scatterino function (resultinc in the experimentally
observed diffraction intensity pattern) leads to the appearance of
a lattice expansion (29). Mechanism <i) is likely to explain
lattice expansion results for Pd/McO (19» 9» 17) » for which system
the metal/support interaction is known to be considerable (30) and
may include oxycen bridces between the metal atoms in the substrate
and the particles (31). This is unlikely* however* if the particles
are positioned in a random orientation on the substrate. The
results for sold on micar as reported here in conjunction with our
earlier work (25) » are most likely explained with mechanism (ii)«
Howeverr The present results for Pd/mica seem to not fall in either
of these catecoriest absence of epitaxy for the as-deposited
particles rules out (i)? and the observation of lattice expansion
instead of contraction is in General conflict with (ii). On the
other hand» mechanism <iv) is also ruled outr because the mean
particle size (1.5 nm) is in the recion where the apparent chance
in lattice parameter (29) is inherently small. If no other chemical
effects have influenced the particles (the hydrocen exposure
experiment has rendered unlikely an influence by residual oxycen)»
we submit mechanism (iii) as the most probable explanation for the
lattice expansion observed for 1.5 nm Pd particles essentially
randomly oriented on (possibly not clean) mica. Althouch we haver
due to the small siae of the particlesr no TEM proof of the
composite (includins icosahedral) crystal structure of the 1.5 nm
Pd particles* the 5 nm Pd particles certainly do not look multiply
twinned <FiG*lb)» and the result obtained for Au/oc-alumina
flash heatinG (FiG.3)r althoush obtained for considerably larcer
particles? can be used to prove the validity of the process of a
transformation from composite (includinc icosahedral) to f.c»c.
crystal structure in General. Mechanism (iii) would also explain
the lattice expansion observed by Anton and Poppa (17) for Pd/C and
Pd/mic3f and it is interestinG to note that a 'hich decree of
disorder" by strono broadenino of the diffraction lines was found
in that work* even for 'nearly continuous' Pd films. These
discontinuities of mosiac-like particle morpholocies (32) could
well be BGclomerizations of very small multiply twinned particles
with lattice parameters that* if expressed in f.c.c. terminolooy»
are expanded (8).
CONCLUSIONS
The lattice parameter of 1*5 nm Pd particles* deposited in random
orientation on mica* is expanded by (2.9 + 0»2)X* Out of several
possible mechanisms* this result was explained as most likely due
to a transformation from composite particles* includinc those
havine an icosahedral crystal structure (5* 8» 27» 28)* believed to
haviriG been the prevailino structure of the as-deposited Pd
particles <31>f into the bulk f.c.c. crystal structure durine local
e-beam annealinc* the former havine an expanded lattice (by about
5%) when compared to the latter <8>. The validity of such a
transformation with concomitant apparent lattice parameter
shrinkace was demonstrated for the example Au/ -alumina. Because
of the lack of epitaxy (most likely due to the low decree of
cleanliness of the mica support)* pseudomorphism is unlikely to
explain the present Pd/mica results* and physical effects due to
the hish surface-to-volume ratio in small particles would explain
lattice contraction and could also be ruled out* therefore* The
Pd/mica lattice expansion could also not be explained on the basis
of an 'apparent' lattice parameter increase expected for very small
particles (29).
Me conducted in-situ eas exposure tests showinc that backcround
pressure oxyeen exposure of the Pd/mica particles had not affected
the lattice parameter results* However* other contaminants cannot
be entirely ruled out as havinc influenced these results*
consideririG the circumstance that our in-situ experiments were
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
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Fic»l« Pd/mica» in-situ deposited at RT and 2x10 mbart
same specimen area* left* as deposited?
center* after e-beam flash-heatinc to obtain
particle coalescence* riant* after H2 and subseauent
CO treatmentt each for 15 min at 250 C and 5*10
mbar .
FiG»2. Densitometer traces for Pd/mica with 5 nm and 1.5 nm
mean particle size (curves A and B» correspondinG to
Fic.lb and at respectively).
Fic.3. Au/«*-alumina* in-situ deposited at 650 C and e-beam
flash-heated (2^>f showinG an area 10 yum (left)r 6
/jm (center )F and 2 Aim (richt) away from the center
of the flash-heated zone.
limited to 2x10 mbar backcround pressure and that the ex-situ
prepared mica surfaces used in these experiments mieht be carbon
covered*
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SUMMARY
Diffraction intensity patterns were calculated for nanometer-sizet
perfectly structured fee particles in various orientations and
shapes* usinc the kineniatical theory of electron diffraction arid
bulk interatomic distances. For perfectly epitaxially aliened
particlesf a shift of the diffraction peak positions toward lower
k-values (k =sinCV\) was found. This shift increases with
decreasinG particle size and is explained by the multiplication of
a Scherrer-broadened intensity peak at perfect BraGG-Position with
a rapidly decreasinc atomic scatterinG function. It erroneously
Gives the impression of a lattice expansion. If the particle
orientation is textured or randonif a similar particle
size-dependent apparent chance in lattice parameter exists. It is?
however» in this case in part also due to the superposition of the
Scherrer-broadened 111 and 200 diffraction rinGS. The two effects
combined Give the impression of s lattice expansion if the number
of atoms in the particles is less than 20 or Isrcer than 70» and of
a sliGht lattice contraction <;$12> if the clusters consist of 25 to
50 atoms. It was* furthermore» shown that the electron scatterinc
pattern is also influenced by the morpholocy of the aecreGstes.
The results suGcest that extreme care must be used in the
interpretation of electron diffraction patterns of very small
particles. What may seem to be a chance in the lattice parameter
/
of the particles may in fact only be a diffraction effectf and
e.- —<ts j^ sstr-^ t^'•
computer simulation of diffraction at model particles may be
reouired for a more unambiGOOLis determination of the lattice
parameter. x
INTRODUCTION
The characterization of the crystallocraphic structure and
morpholocy of small particles (^ 2nni> is difficult. TEM imacinG
techniques cive information only on the projected size of the
particles and* due to Scherrer-broadeninc* electron diffraction
patterns do not exhibit sharp rincs or spots that would allow a
straichtforward determination of the acereGate's structure.
Howeverf electron scatterinc patterns <SP) can still be used in
various ways to study the structure and morpholocy of small
particles* such as (I) by comparison of experimental SP's with
patterns calculated for model particles* whereby the model is
chanced until the best fit is obtained* (II) by evaluation of
Fourier transformed scattered intensities (radial distribution
function) in terms of interatomic distances and the coordination
numbers* (III) by comparison of experimental radial distribution
functions (RDF) with the radial distribution (RD) calculated from
the atomic coordinates of model aGGreoates* a procedure from which
information on the morpholocy of acGreGates can be obtained.
AlthouGh these approaches have been known for a lone time (1-3)*
they have not been applied systematically to the study of small
metal particles. In this work* we will discuss only the first
approach in detail* emphasizinG the particular features of electron
diffraction patterns of very small aeereGates and analyzinc to what
extent information on the structure* morpholocy and orientation of
the particles can be obtained from such patterns. Particular
/
attention was placed on apparent charges in the position of the
diffraction peaks for the case of small particles* as compared to
the peak positions expected for bulk materials under the assumption
that the atoms in the small particles maintain bulk interatomic
distances. Substrate effects are not considered in this work.
METHOD OF CALCULATION
All the calculations of scatterinG patterns were carried out
with the followins assumptions! <a) the kinematics! theory of
electron diffraction applies for acGrecates smaller than 2 - 3nm»
(b) the atoms maintain the recular f.c.c. structurer and the
inter atomic distances are the same as in the bulk metal? arid (c)
all acGrecates used in an« one calculation have the same size and
shape. Actual calculations were carried out for palladium.
In most cases the particles were assumed to have spherical
shapesf i.e.» .all atoms contained in a sphere of Given radius were
included for the calculations. Their atom coordinates were
calculated usino the bulk lattice parameter of 0.38398 nm for Pd.
Several particle sizes were assumedr rancinG from 6 to 1^63-atoni
clusters. In addition* some other morpholoGies were used* like
platelets or prisms.
The intensity of the electron beam scattered by the accreGstes
was calculated for 3 particular conditions!
(A) The particles are uniformly oriented with respect to the
beam and to other particles (epitaxial deposits).
All particles were considered to be identical in size? shape?
and orientation with respect to the imaGinc beam. The intensity
scattered from the sample is then Given by summinc the scatterinc
amplitudes from the different atoms* and by then multiplyinc this
sum with its complex conJucate value (4»5)!
where N is the number of atoms* ~\ the electron wavelenGth* S0 the
unit vector in the direction of the incident beam* s the unit
vector in the direction of observation* r^ the position of atom m
with respect to a Given oricinr and f^ the electron scattering
amplitude for element A. Values of fa were taken from the
International Tables for X—ray Crystallocraphy.
(B) The particles are in fully random orientation* i.e.* the
aGGrecates are allowed to take all possible orientations in space.
In this case* eo. (1) is simplified to the well known Debye
scatterinc eaustion <^)J
n. -
where r is the distance between atoms m and n.
<C> The particle zone axis is parallel to the incident
but the particles are in random asimuthal orientation.
The computation wss carried out by first calculatine the
diffraction intensity snd then intecratine this function on a
f\
circle of constant k (k = sin17/^ .)' for the ranee of k values of
interest.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Apparent Chance in Lattice Parameter
1.1 Oriented Accrecates.
Eouation <1) indicates that the intensity distribution is
formed by multiplyinc an atomic scatterinc contribution <fa) with
an interference function. The interference function produces
diffraction maxima with positions at the expected bulk k values and
with all maJor peaks havinc the same intensity at the Brace
positions (see Fie.la) which is a calculation for a 13-atom
cluster). However* when multiplied with the rapidly decreasinc f.,
function (Fie.la)r the expected decrease of the amplitude of hicher
order peaks is combined with a shift in the peak positions towards
lower k values* which Gives the impression of larcer d spacines.
This shift is more pronounced for low-order pesks and for the
broader scatterinc curve profiles that are obtained when the number
of atoms is very small* i.e.* when appreciable Scherrer-broadenine
is present. In practice* this effect of "apparent lattice
expansion' is only sicnificant for particle sizes of the order of 2
nm or less.
Fie. 2 shows some examples of typical diffraction patterns
calculated for clusters with 6 atoms (octahedron)* 13
(cuboctaheo'ron) * 55 (cuboctahedron)» and with 976 atoms (sphere)*
all oGGrecates beinc in <101> orientation. As expected* the peaks
sharpen and the details between the peaks (forbidden peaks) weaken
when the cluster size increases. From calculations of the
positions of the peak maxima* the apparent lattice parameter r
correspondinc to the displaced peak positions* was derived. This
was done separately for the 111 and 200 peaks. In Fie. 3* the
chance in lattice parameter was plotted as a function of the number
of atoms in spherical accrecates of increasinc size (see also Tab.
IF col. 3 and ^>. The apparent chance is substantial if the
particles are smallT and it is barely noticeable for spherical
particles larcer than about 3 nm in diameter (consistinc of more
than 1000 atoms). The chance in the 111 Peak position is larcer
than for the 200 peak (under otherwise identical conditions)» which
is due to the steeper slope of the atomic scattereine function for
the 111 beam.
The "usual" approach for deducinc information about possible
chances of the lattice parameter is to use the measured peak
positions in diffraction patterns from small particlesr with
•substrate diffraction spots or rincs as internal calibration
standards. However* the above results indicate that this micht
lead to erroneous conclusions if the particles are very small*
since some apparent lattice expansion is expected even if the atoms
are assumed to remain in their bulk positions. A correct analysis
of electron diffraction patterns of epitsxially oriented small
particles would therefore reauire cancellation of the effect of the
/
atomic scatterinc factor by dividinc the experimental scatterinc
£
pattern by f_,(k)» prior to the actual analysis of the peak position.n
1.2 Randomly Oriented AcereGates
Ficure ^ shows 3 three dimensional view of the electron
scatteririG intensities of randomly oriented spherical acorecates
containine 6* 13* 55 and 976 Pd atoms*. The corresponding radial
intensity profiles I(k> are Given in Fie. 5. Smaller aGorecates do
not exhibit the usual set of diffraction lines expected of f.c.c.
crystals* but they exhibit a smaller number of wide bands instead.
The first band is located in the reciprocal space recion of the
combined 111 and 200 reflections. As the number of atoms in the
particles increases* the 200-line becins to appear as a faint
shoulder (Fie. 5> 135-atom curve). The 111 and 200 reflections then
split into separate peaks for spherical particles larcer than about
2 nm in diameter.
The lattice constant of an fee crystal is often deduced* usins
the Brace law* from the position of the maximum of the first line*
assuminc that to be the 111 reflection. This procedure obviously
leads to erroneous conclusions with recard to lattice expansion or
contraction if the particles are so small that the 111 and 200
reflections are not yet separated. Table I (last column) and Fie. 6
(dash—dotted curve) cive the apparent chance of lattice constant
with respect to the bulk value. An apparent expansion of the
lattice constant is observed for very small pccrecates «15 atoms)
and for particles containinc more than 70 atoms* whereas a small
apparent contraction would result for particles between these sire
limits. Unlike t'he csse of expitaxially oriented particles*
dividiriG the experimental scatterinc curve by f^<k) before applyinc
•the Brace law does not eliminate "the apparent, chance of lattice
parameter in this case» but it can in fact result in an apparent
•-
lattice contraction for soscrecates smaller than about 2 nm. This
'contraction* computes to as much as 3.AX or 2.9% for acGrecates
containinG 19 or 43 atoms* respectively. Therefore* unlike the
case of epitaxially oriented crystals* for the case of randomly
oriented particles the real lattice constant cannot be directly
derived from the maximum of the first reflection* since for small
particles? the ambicuity stemmine from superposition of 111 and 200
reflection intensities must be dealt with in addition to the
ambiGuity stemminc from the multiplication of Scherrer—broadened
intensity patterns with the scatterinc amplitude. More accurate
information can only be obtained by Fourier transforminc the
scatterinc patterns and evaluatinG the resultinc radial
distribution function.
One also has to be careful when deducinc lattice parameter
chances for small model aGcrecates with different shapes. When the
shape of the particles is especially anisotropic* the scatterinc
curve can be Quite different from that of small spherical
accrecates containinc the same number of atomsr or from that of
bulk crystals. For example* randomly oriented flat accrecates with
two stacked 100 layers containinc 81 atoms (Fie. 7a)» Give a
scatterinc curve which exhibits two peaks at k = 2.0^ and 2.56 nm »
whereas the normal positions of the 111 and 200 reflections would/
be at 2.23 and 2.57nm t respectively. Althouch the second peak is
close to -the bulk value for 3 200 reflection* the first peak*
Bssunied to be a 111 reflection would indicate a 9.3X lattice
expansion. On the other hand* a particle consist!TIG of two (111)
layers (90 atoms* see Fie. 7b)f shows' only one low-order peak*
i.e.r a 111 peak at k = 2.20 run t indicatinG an apparent 1.2X
lattice expansion.
1.3 Particles in Random Azimuths! Orientation
This case falls between the epitaxial and the random cases
described above. The <101> common r:one axis was the only example
calculated? because it produces the same type of diffraction rincs
as in the case of fully random orientations» and because a method
of distiriGuishinc between the two cases was of interest. The
profiles are very similar in shape to those calculated for fully
randomly oriented particles (FiG. 5). The apparent chance in
lattice parameter* as deduced from the 111 peak position* is*
however* slichtly different and is included in FiG. & (dash curve)
arid Tab. I (col. 5). A method of distincuishinG between the two
cases micht be to consider the intensity ratio between the first
peak (usually considered the 111 peak) and the second peak (or the
311 peak* if resolved). This ratio (Table II) shows consistently
hicher values for particles in asimuthally random <101> orientation
when compared to the case of fully randomly oriented particles. In
this case* as for fully randomly oriented particles* the exact
lattice parameter can also not be recovered by simply dividinc the
calculated (or experiments!) diffraction intensity curve by fa ,
2. Structure and MorpholoGy Information
Information on the particle structure .end morpholocy can be
obtained by comparinc the calculated scatterinG pattern with an
experimental SP. Whereas in principle a number of models can
account for the same General appearance of a scatterinc pattern*
most of these models can be eliminated if the particle size is
known from independent measurements* such as TEM imaces (which may
be a very difficult or even impossible task in cases where the
particles are composites of smaller units — impurity stabilised
(9) or multiply twinned (B)>. An example is Given in Fie. 9 for the
case of randomly oriented particles hsvinG a circular appearance in
the TEM imaeer and measurinc 2.^ nm in diameter. If a spherical
particle modell is assumed* the 111 and 200 diffraction lines are
clesrly separated (Fie. 9a)» but they are not at all separated if
the particles — havinc essentially the same projected size — are
assumed to have the shape of hexaoonal 111 prisms (5 atoms alonG
the edGes of the base hexacon) with three stacked < 1 1 1 > planes
<FiG. 9b>.
The comparison of experimental and calculated diffraction
intensity patterns can be particularly useful when the particles
exhibit a marked shape— anisotropy. For example* if the acGrecates
are known to be very thin? 'wettinG* the support* the SP would have
a very particular profile which permits the characterisation of
such 'rafts*" which have recently been claimed to exist (6).
Furthermore* 100 and 111 rafts exhibit very different scatterinc
patterns as is evident when comparinc Fie. 7a with Fio. 7b.
3. Experimental Observations
The apparent lattice expansion in sincle crystal aGGrecates
aniounts to about 2.5 7. for particles consistino of some 25 atoms*
and it increases to as much as 7 2£ if the aeGrecates consist of
only 6 atoms. Lattice expansions of this maGnitude for particles in
this size ranee were recently demonstrated in our laboratory for
the case of palladium accrecates epitaxially Grown on McO (7).
Particle deposition and subsequent TED and TEM examination were
- 8performed in—situ under 10 mbar vacuum conditions to exclude major
influences by residual Gases. The Present work suGGests that this
observation may at least in part be explained as a diffraction
phenomenon rather than an actual increase of the interatomic
distances in the accreGates.
On the other hand? similar in-situ TEM observations for
palladium on mica (8) yielded positive evidence for lattice
expansion. In this case? the expansion for 1.5 nm particles* when
compared to 5 nm particles* wss measured to be (2.8 ± 0.3)X. The
particles not beinc epitaxially oriented* our calculations (FiG. 6)
predict only a very small apparent lattice parameter chance for
particles in this size ranee* and the observed lattice expansion
/
mustr therefore* be assumed real.
CONCLUSIONS:
f
ScstterinG patterns of very small metal acerecates have been
calculated earlier* and some of the concl L>sions drawn from the
present work have been formulated in the past. Howevert in view of
the recent increase in interest in very small particles* spurred by
catalysis research and the concommitant development of TEM
diffraction studies on nanometer-size acerecatesf it is worthwhile
to recall some of the important points which are often ne-Glected.
The Scherrer- broadeninc effect suceests that the scatterinc
patterns should always be divided by the rapidly decreesins
Z
function f^ before any attempt is made to derive a lattice
parameter from the reflection maxima. In the case of epitaxislly
oriented aGGrecstes* this procedure effectively corrects for the
low-ancle displscement of peak maxima from which one otherwise
micht erroneously deduce e lattice expansion. However* in the case
of BGGreGates in fully random or azimuthally random ('textured')
orientation* the reflections are not resolved into discrete
Debye-Scherrer rincs if the acerecates consist of fewer than about
200 atoms. Therefore? the lattice parameter cannot be derived from
a conventional analysis of the scatterinc pattern* not even after
2.
dividinc by fa • The only way to derive.an accurate unit cell
parameter is then to Fourier transform the scattered intensities to
cet a radial distribution of the atoms* indicating the exact
interatomic distances.
/
The calculation of scatterinc patterns of model particles can
also be useful for analyzinG the niorpholocy of stroncly anisotropic
accrecates. For exampler due to their different scatteri.nc
patternsr very flat acGrecates ('rafts') consistinc of onla a few
atom layers can in principle be distinguished from spherical
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TABLE I
Chance of Lattice Parameter
Particle
Diameter
0.7
0.8
1.4
1.6
2.0
2.6
3.7
No. of Atoms
per particle
6
13
55
87
183
490
1464
xx
111
7.03
3.79
1.29
0.97
0.50
0.33
0.15
XXX
200
6.23
3.33
1 .17
0.86
0.42
0.27
0.15
xxxx
<101>
texture
6,70
1.06
-0.21
0.24
0.61
0.38
0.23
xxxx
Fully Random
Particle -
orientation
8.80
0.97
-0.15
0.28
0.80
0.39
0.23
x Spherical particle modelsr all atoms in bulk
positions.
xx Sincle particle diffraction» particle in <101>
orientation? and 111 reflection evaluated*
xxx Sincle particle diffractionr particle in <101>
orientation? and 200 reflection evaluated.
xxxx Multiple-particle diffraction* 111 diffraction rinc
evaluated.
TABLE II
Intensity Ratio Between First and Second (311 when resolved) Peaks
No. of Atoms
per
particle
6
13
55
135
976
Particle Orientation!
asiinuthal ly
random
3.90
4.38
4. 46
4.70
8.84
fully
random
3.32
3.89
3.82
3.64
4.11
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 (a) Atomic Scattering profile fff (sauares) and
interference function (circles'! in <
6direction as a function of sinj- for a 13-atom
Pd model in <lw0> orientation (atoms in the bulk
positions; peaks are at bulk positions).
(b) Total electron scattered intensity as a function
of sin x for the model of Fig. la. Note the
change in peak position, representing an
apparent lattice expansion.
rig. £' 3-D schematic representation of 90-sectors in
the diffraction plane for various particle
models, The vertical axis is proportional to the
intensity. The atoms are placed in the bulk
positions K16tf> zone axis).
Fig. 3 Apparent lattice expansion, calculated by
comparing computed diffraction peak positons of
clusters with those of bulk material, as a
function of the size of the clusters, for
epitaxial, <it?&> - oriented aggregates.
Fig. 4 3-D'schematic representation of 9t>" sectors in
the diffraction plane for various particle
models. The vertical axis is proportional to the
intensity. The atoms within each cluster are
placed in the bulk positions. The clusters are
mf
in random orientation with respect to each
other,
Fig. 5 Diffraction profiles computed for spherical
cluster models of various sizes in random
orientation,
Fig. 6 Apparent change in lattice parameter (calculated
as for Fig. 3) as a function of particle size,
for fully randomly oriented particles (dash-dot
curve) and for (<i€>i» textured particles in
random azimuthal orientation (dash curve).
Fig. 7 Diffraction profile for an infinite number of
particles in random orientation, each composed
of two (10y) layers with a total of 81 atoms
(a), and of two (ill) layers with a total of 90
atoms (b).
Fig. 8 Diffraction profiles computed for particles with
2.4 nm projected size in random orientation;
a) clusters with an overall spherical morphology/
/
b) rafts made of three (Hi) layers.
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Chapter 1
Nummary
Small particles and clusters of Pd were grown by deposition
from the vapor phase under UHV conditions. Amorphous and
crystalline support films of alumina and ultra-thin amorphous
carbon films were used as substrate materials. The growth of the
metal deposit was monitored in-situ by scanning transmission
diffraction of energy-filtered 100 KV electrons and
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis
was performed in a separate instrument. It was etsablished by
in-situ TEM, however, that the transfer of specimens in this case
did not unduly affect the size and distribution of deposit
particles. It was found that the cleanliness, stoicheometry,
crystallinity, and structural perfection of the support surface
.play an essential role in determining the crystalline perfection
and structure of the particles. The smallest Pd clusters
reproducibly prepared contained not more than 6 atoms but size
determinations below 1 nm average particle diameter are very
problematic with conventional TEM. Pd particles grown on carbon
supports feature an impurity stabilized mosaic structure.
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Chapter 2
Introduction
The advent of advanced UHV technologies and sophisticated
techniques of surface analysis has renewed interest in studies
with very small supported metal particles and clusters.
However, only very limited experimental work of a systematic
nature can be found regarding the well-controlled preparation and
analysis of particles less than 2 - 3 no in size [1]. This is
unfortunate because particles in that size range and smaller are
of prime interest in many promising areas of application in model
catalysis, optics, and thin film electronics [2].
The. microscopic structure of supported particles and clusters
containing from 10 to 1000 atoms is difficult to discern by high
resolution transmission electron microscopy (TQ4), mainly because
of imaging interference by the supporting material and because of
contrast. It becomes imperative, therefore ,to
choose suitable thin film supports both for TEM of
individual, nanometer-size particles and for transmission electron
diffraction (TED) studies where the contributions of many similar
particles are integrated. Furthermore , if the microscopic
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analysis of very fine particulate deposits is to be meaningful
and useful for the measurement of surface properties, the
preparation of the ultra-thin deposit and its microscopic
analysis have to be performed in one UHV environment, unless it
has been verified that exposure to air during transfer from the
(UHV) deposition and analysis system to the electron microscope
or diffraction instrument has negligible influence on the
particle structure. Only when negligible influence has been
demonstrated is it reasonable to combine UHV deposition and
surface analysis of the metal particles with standard high
resolution microscopy and diffraction analysis in an integrated
experimental approach [3]. It then becomes possible to correlate
the size and microstructure of vapor deposited metal particles
with their physical, chemical, and electronic properties in a
reliable manner [3].
In this report, we are concentrating mainly on the
crystallographlc properties of clean particles and clusters.To
our knowledge, there is no definite information available at the
present time that would correlate particle size and (long-range)
crystallographlc order. The remaining most elusive particle
property is the particle morphology or shape , which will
probably have to be inferred indirectly by comparison with
cluster calculations [4] and gas adsorption/reaction rate
measurements [3], [5].
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Chapter 3
Experimental
Previously used versions of UHV in-situ TEM and STED (Scanning
Transmission Electron Diffraction) instruments [2] have been
upgraded with the addition of sample introduction (SI)
facilities. Fig. 1 shows a schematic rendering of the combined
TEM/STED system with wire-source evaporator and SI device in the
differentially pumped UHV specimen chamber and with image
intensifier and spectrometer facilities (for energy filtering of
diffracted.electrons) as detectors.
The background pressure level for the present experiments was
.in the 1 - 2 z 10(-9) mbar range due to the superior outgassing
characteristics of low-mass wire sources. CO, H2, H20, and C02
are dominating the residual gas spectrum.
The newly developed sample introduction device was instrumental
for the success of the present series of experiments, because it
•
permitted not only the rapid exchange of test specimens without
the need for repeated baking cycles , but also because cleaning
treatments of the surface of the supporting film prepared outside
the in-situ instrument became routine, and because metal deposits
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could be easily oxidized and reduced at room temperature. The
latter was accomplished by exposing the sample surface to an rf
oxygen (or hydrogen) plasma discharge at room temperature inside
the sample introduction chamber; the sample was thereby exposed
to highly activated atomic and molecular gas species. Each
sample used in this study was routinely cleaned before
introduction into the UHV chamber by exposure to an pxygen plasma
which lasted a few seconds for ultra-thin carbon supports and
several tens of seconds for alumina films. The cleaning effect
that this treatment has on the surface composition of an anodic
/
 f A1203 film is shown in the Auger spectrum of fig. 2.
• ••
 c
 » • o»
The high resolutiom TEM micrographs produced in the course of
this study were obtained with a standard high resolution
instrument in order to assure the highest possible image quality
for very small metal particles. As pointed out earlier, this is
permissible only for a combination of support and deposit
materials that has been- proven not to be affected appreciably by
room'temperature exposure to laboratory air and subsequent
exposure to .the imaging electron beam. The in-situ TQ4 images of
the same specimen area of a beam recrystallized alpha-A1203 C°^ ~ x «
support region with room temperature deposited Pd particles
before and after air exposure show (fig. 3) that both particle
number densities and average particle sizes are not affected in
this case. This micrograph represents the limit of resolution of
our in-situ TEM and it is .therefore, impossible to make any
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statements concerning changes in particle shapes; but some small
particle translations were definitely observed. This result is
in contrast to the much more marked changes upon air exposure
that were previously found for Pd particles deposited on
beam-cleaved MgO supports [6].
Dealing with the problem of background interference from
support is absolutely essential for the success of small particle
studies in both high resolution imaging [7] and in high
sensitivity STED [2, 3] . For the present model studies, we have
reduced the support background in two ways using ultra-thin
carbon prepared by 'shadow evaporation' onto mica [8] and
anodically oxidized amorphous alumina films that can be e-beam
recrystallized in-situ [9] . How these two thin film supports
compare with other support materials in terms of background
diffraction intensities is demonstrated in fig. 4 . It is clear
that for the case of metal deposits that have strong diffraction
intensities at 1/d values similar to Pd, recrystallized -alumina
and ultra-thin carbon are by far the best choices.(Of course,
alumina grains of suitable orientation have to be selected. For
Pd this usually means no appreciable alumina diffraction
intensity around 1/d » .445 and possibly .727 ) .
Amorphous alumina films of appropriate thickness can be easily
recrystallized in-situ with, a high intensity e-beam.: Fig.5 shows
a micrograph and the corresponding transmission diffraction
pattern of such a film. Fears that this kind of high temperature
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treatment, might affect the alumina surface composition have been
alleviated by the possibility of oxygen saturation of this
surface by exposure to an 'oxygen plasma in the SI chamber before
metal deposition.
Low evaporation rate 'dosage sources' have been used for metal
deposition. They have been popular in surface science studies of
metal deposits on metallic substrates for many years (e.g., [10]
) and have proven to deliver stable low dosages of metal
evaporants over long periods of time. Such a source, consisting
of fine Pd wire wound around a thick stranded coil of W wire, is
resistance heated by a constant current, which results in the
source temperature characteristics depicted in fig. 6. After an
induction period of about 35 seconds, the source temperature has
4
reached about 90 % of its final.temperature at 3 min of
operation. The amount of Pd delivered was estimated from the
size and number density of Pd particles resulting from 3 min
depositions onto C substrates at room temperature (RT) assuming
hemisperical particle shapes and unity sticking coefficient . An
average metal thickness of approxijnately .125 tun was calculated,
which corresponds to about .83 monolayers(ml) of Pd for each 3
min deposition. For the alumina substrates, a three times lower
sticking coefficient was found resulting in a dosage of
approximately .10 nm of Pd (or .65 ml) for a 6 min
deposition.(This trend of a higher sticking coefficient on C
agrees with the observations for all other metals except Pd(!) in
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[ 1 ]).Since a 1x3 min deposition on C and a 1x6 min deposition
on A1203 resulted in Pd particles that were just barely
distiguishable by high-resolution TEM, we chose deposition times
of 3 and 6 min increments as standards in this study.
The recognition of metal particles of less than about 1 nm in
size is a difficult TEM problem as was noted before. The
approach we have taken is discussed in conjunction with fig.7
which shows two defocus settings of high magnification
micrographs of a 3 min deposit on C. The phase contrast
background structures of the amorphous support interfere strongly
with particle recognition. In counting particles of this small
size we have generally adopted the position that a particle is
registered only if it is recognized on two micrographs taken with
either two differing defocus settings or with two different small
objective lens apertures (in both cases the background structures
change drastically). The determination of actual particle sizes
is,of course,even more controversial for ultra-thin deposits
Extreme care must be taken ford sizes below 1 nm where imaging
very near the Gaussian focus and total correction of astigmatism
are an absolute requirement. We generally take the rigorous
position that a size determination with an accuracy better than
+-0.2 nm is not possible by conventional high-resolution TEM.
A significant improvement in particle recognizability derives
from the use of single crystal support films as opposed to
amorphous ones .This is demonstrated with fig.8 which compares
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(2x6 min) depositions on amorphous alumina (a-A1203) and on beam
recrystallized^ A1203. Obviously there is much less structural
background interference in the single crystal support case,, which
has been noted previously [11], [12], [13] and single crystal
supports were used with great advantage during catalytic
oxidation studies of CO over very small Pd particles supported on
sapphire [14], as well as during gas exposure studies of very
small Pd particles supported on MgO [15], [6].
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
4.1 RT Growth of Pd on Carbon and Alumina
The 4 depositions of Pd on C shown in fig. 9 are used to
demonstrate that dosage sources are useful for varying the size
of the deposited particles with reasonable control. It is
important to notice the constant number density of particles
which indicates that the nucleation phase for these RT .
depositions of high supersaturation is already completed after
the first 3 nrip of deposition and the maxim"1" number density of
particles has been- reached. Subsequent depositions only increase
the particle size with a growth rate averaging about 2 atoms per
min per particle (not reliably established at present). It seems
clear,however,that the growth rate increases with particle size
which could suggest growth occuring primarily by direct
impingement.
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The scanning diffraction intensities recorded in-situ
immediately following each Pd deposition, and corresponding
directly to the TEM results of fig. 9, are displayed in fig.
10. Similar STED data, but for the deposition of Pd on amorphous
and beam recrystallized single crystal regions of an A1203
support film, are shown in fig.lla and lib, respectively. It is
clear that the highest sensitivity for detecting particulate
metal films by transmission electron diffraction (TED) is
achieved on£-A1203 with the lowest and smoothest diffraction
intensity in the 1/d region of the combined (111)+(200) Pd peak.
From other diffraction data it was determined that the
conservative limit of detection by energy-filtered STED is around
1/3 of a single Pd dosage, i.e. at about 1/5 of an average
monolayer (ml) deposit. Such ultra-thin deposits, consisting of
particles of certainly no more than 6 atoms, are extremely
difficult to analyze by conventional TEM methods and
high-sensitivity STED may be more useful.
Average particle sizes and (maximum)number densities are listed
in table 1 where a distinction is made between particle diameters
directly measured from micrographs D(TEM) and particle sizes
deduced from broadening measurements of diffraction intensities
D(STED) (Debey-Scherrer broadening, see later). In.general, the
Pd particles on C tend to be somewhat smaller and their number
densities higher than on A1203. This tendency could be in part
responsible for the much poorer resolution- of the (200) Pd peak
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in all deposits on C. However, there are small particle deposits
(A**o*+)
(2x6 min) on oxygen treated A1203.that show a reasonably well
^
resolved (200) peak and even large particle deposits on C (4x3
min) do not exhibit a resolved (200) peak. At the same time, the
(220) and (311) peaks of the 4x3 min deposit in fig. 9 are
clearly visible . The latter fact could be explained by a (211)
growth texture, but this is very unlikely and another
interpretation of this result may be more appropriate: The larger
Pd particles grown on C at RT and even more so at elevated
temperature are probably composed of a mosaic of small single
crystal blocks no more than about 1.0 - 1.7 (for the high-T
deposits) nm in size. This interpretation is supported by the
form of diffraction intensity profiles calculated from perfect
f.c.c. clusters [16]. The profile of a 55 atom cluster is very
similar to the 4x3 min trace in our fig. 10 . One is, therefore,
forced to conclude that this kind of disorder persists during the
growth of Pd particles on C, and this type of growth causing a
persistent 'line broadening* can be due to surface impurities
originating either in the gaseous environment (our background
pressure is of the order of 10(-9) mbar) or stemming from the
carbon substrate. It is also interesting to note that these Pd
deposits on C are quite stable during annealing. Temperatures
above 500 G are. needed to cause massive recrystallization of the
particles.
The strong influence of support surface crystallinity and
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composition can be directly assessed for the case of alumina
supports where simultaneous deposition onto amorphous,
recrystallized, and recrystallized and oxygen-plasma-treated
support areas are possible (see fig.12). The particle sizes for
oxygen treated<fc-A1203 surfaces in fig.l2b and 12c are definitely
larger than for only beam recrystallized*-A1203. in fig.!2a and
the 2x6 min deposits on oxygen treated4fA1203 are always showing
a better resolved (200) Pd peak and improved geometrical particle
shapes (i.e. improved crystallinity). These results are
interpreted at present as due to a higher sticking coefficient of
Pd on only beam-recrystallized£-Al203 and improved crystalline
perfection and stoicheometry on the oxygen treatecUfc-A1203 surface
due to a diminishing influence of surface imperfections on metal
nucleation and growth on this surface.
4.2 The Influence of Elevated Support Temperature on Growth
Although the bulk of the results obtained with metal deposits
prepared and/or treated at elevated support temperatures will be
published in the future, some of these findings have to be
discussed in relation to RT depositions.
The TO! results of fig. 12 are complemented by the diffraction
line profiles of fig. 13, which in addition provide information
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on the influence of elevated support temperature on particle
growth (all traces refer to 2x6 min deposits except 13f which
corresponds to two 6 min plus one 8 min deposit). Extented
annealing of RT deposits causes particle growth by ripening and
coalescence and a corresponding sharpening of diffraction peaks
(13c) and in addition to that a peak shift of about 2 % is
observed indicating an increase in lattice spacing for the
•
deposits made at an elevated support temperature of 180 C (13e
and 13f). This lattice expansion of the deposit particles is
probably due to epitaxial lattice matching-(the corresponding
diffraction patterns show strong epitaxial textures), is similar
to the lattice expansion found for RT growth of Pd on clean MgO
surfaces [6], and is contrary to the lattice contraction found
for very small zeolite supported metal particles [17]. The dash
trace in fig. 13 shows for comparison and contrast one results
for amorphous A1203 which has been verified repeatedly: the (200)
peak is very poorly accentuated Indicating a somewhat higher
degree of disorder than for comparable deposits on single crystal
supports.
The most notable effects of elevated support temperatures in
the context of this study in which low-rate dosage sources for
metal deposition are routinely employed are the increase in
particle size and the concomitant decrease in particle number
density which are graphically represented in fig.14. The
relatively narrow character of the size distribution at RT with a
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FVHM of about 1 am is lost by both annealing and high temperature
deposition. So the gain in particle crystallinity, expected from
elevated temperature experiments because of increased mobility on
the support surface, is counteracted by this loss of particle
size and size definition. However, this may be a peculiar
feature of low-rate source arrangements and one is in general
well adviced to utilize higher-rate metal sources in combination
with short evaporation times and elevated support temperatures
for an improved degree of long-range crystallographic order in
vapor deposited small metal particles. Previous work with mica
or sapphire supports proves that Pd and Ni particles well below 2
nm in size can be obtained [5,14], [18].
4.3 Diffraction Line Broadening
The question of long-range crystallographic order in vapor
deposited particulate metal films is of considerable importance
with respect to the usefulness of such deposits as catalytic
model systems. Since comprehensive radial distribution function
(RDF) calculations of our STED results are not yet available , it
was attempted to analyze the diffraction results in terms of
simple Debey-Scherrer line broadening . Specifically , we tried
to fit the combined diffraction line profiles of the as-measured
Pd (111) -f (200) peak with two separate Gaussian line profiles-
corresponding to the (lll)and the (200) peak,respectively. The
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peak widths at half maximum of the two Gaussian peak components
that reproduced the experimentally recorded peak profiles best
were then interpreted with the well-known line broadening formula
[19] adapted for the case of high energy transmission electron
diffraction (see for instance [20] ) _ j
where R andAR refer to the radius and width of the
experimentally measured diffraction line,respectively,and where
'a1 is the instrumental line width (.in our case about 0. 169
nm(-l)). The curve fitting procedure is indicated in fig.15, in
which case two Gaussians of 2 : 1.1 peak ratio with a peak width
of .0225 (in 1/d units) were used. The broadening deduced
average particle size is 2.4 run, which compares very well with
the TEW measured particle size of about 2.5 nm (for this 2x6 min
deposit on oxygen treated«l-A1203). It has to be
concluded,therefore,that the line broadening is fully accounted
for by the small size of the diffracting Pd particles and no
additional crystalline disorder is indicated. Comparing the
microscopy and diffraction determined particle diameters D(TEM)
and D(STED) in table 1 shows clearly that for most of the Pd
depositions on single crystal A1203 the particles seem well
ordered.There is, however, a tendency towards less order for Pd
particles deposited at RT onto a-A1203 (the particular case for
particles on amorphous carbon was discussed in section 4.1). This
conclusion.has to be qualified, however,for very small particles,
because the average particle size D(TEW) measured for such
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deposits could easily be misleading due to the inherent
difficulties of obtaining meaningful size distributions
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In-situ and ex-situ transmission electron diffraction and
microscopy studies have been used to analyze the requirements for
preparing well-ordered Pd particles and clusters by UHV vapor
deposition on suitable supports. In particular it was
established that
1) the crystallinity, cleanliness, stoicheometry, and
structural perfection of the support surface play a major role in
determining the crystalline perfection and structure of the
supported particles. Since these support surface characteristics
are influenced by the vacuum environment during deposition, it is
also essential to work at the lowest possible background
pressures. Background pressures of the order of 1 - 2xlO(-9)mbar
were found in this study to be sufficient for alumina supports
but serious problems were indicated for the use of carbon
substrates.
2) Pd particles grown on carbon supports at temperatures
ranging from RT to about 550 K werevfound to have an impurity
stabilized mosaic structure(with individual crystalline blocks of
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about 1 - 1.5 tun). Annealing temperatures in excess of 800 K
were required to cause recrystallization (and further particle
growth). The impurity in question could be carbon from the
support.
3) At 300 K deposition temperature, low-rate metal evaporation
sources provide reasonable control of particle size. The
smallest clusters reproducibly prepared contained not more than
approximately 6 Pd atoms. However, size determinations by CTEM
below 1 nm are very problematic. Deposits with an average
particle size of 1.5 nm or larger can be easily produced
featuring size distribution half widths of about 1 nm. Larger
particles with wider size distributions resulted from deposition
at elevated support temperatures or from annealing.
4) Thin single crystal support films are not only preferred
because they promote particle crystallinity but also because they
enhance the detection and analysis of very small supported
particles and clusters.
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Chapter 6
Figures
Fig. 1 : Schematic of UHV STED/TEM system with low rate
evaporation source and sample introduction and treatment
facility.
Fig. 2 : Auger spectrum of a-A1203 support film surface before
and after oxygen plasma cleaning.
Fig. 3 : The same£-A1203 specimen area before Pd deposition
(a), immediately following RT deposition of very small Pd
particles (b), and after exposure to laboratory air (c).
Fig. A : Energy-filtered scanning transmission electron
diffraction (STED) recordings of various thin film support
materials.
Fig. 5 : TEM micrograph and TED pattern of e-beam
recrystallized«C-A1203 support film region.
Fig. 6 : Starting temperature characteristics of wire
evaporation source.
Fig. 7 : 3 min deposition of Pd at RT on ultra-thin amorphous
l
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Table
Average deposit parameters for Pd on alumina and carbon supports
T.
300 K
300
300 K
300
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300 K
300
300
300
4SOd
0d*D*<4 '
1x6 m i n
1x6
2x6 mi P.
2x6
2x6
2x6
2x6
1x3
2x3
3x3
4x3
3x3
<wt
K-A1203
OC-A12Q3+
4L-A1203
01-A1203+
*-A1203
d^-Al 203
a- A 120.3
c
r
C
C
C
?»'^
7. 5x10 ( + 12) cm (-2)
7.0
S
7.0
5
3
5
9.5xlO(+12> cm (-2)
10
9
9
3
1>T£M
0.9-1.4 nm
1.2-1.5
1.4-2.2 nm
2.0-2.5
3.0
3.4
3. 0
0. 4-0. 3 r.m
0.7-1.0
Jn _ C3_ i A
i . 2-1 . 9
4.0
•X'STO
iMA
MA
1.8 n-
2. 4
3.2
3 . 4
2.4-4.6
NA
0.85
1 . 7
carbon support at two objective focus settings.
Fig. 8 : 6 min deposition of Pd at RT on amorphous (a) and on
single crystal (b) alumina film support.
Fig. 9 : Pd depositions of 1x3 min (a), 2x3 min (b), 3x3 min
(c), and 4x3 min (d) on amorphous carbon at RT.
Fig. 10 : Diffraction intensity profiles of 4 cumulative Pd
depositions on amorphous carbon at RT.
Fig. 11 : Diffraction profiles of cumulative Pd depositions on
a-A1203 and on^ -A1203 at RT.
Fig. 12 : 2x6 min Pd depositions at RT on untreated4fc-A1203 (a),
on oxygen plasma treated^ -A1203+(b), and on a-A1203 (c).
Fig. 13 : Diffraction intensity profiles of 2x6 min Pd deposits
on untreated«t-A1203 (a) and oxygen treatedgU-A1203*(b) at RT; on
40-A1203 after annealing to 225 C (c) and on a-A1203 with
subsequent weak beam annealing (d); deposited at 18o C on«t-A1203
(e); and of 2x6 min + 1x8 min of Pd deposited on£-A1203 at 180 C
(f).
Fig. 14 : Size distribution of Pd particles onjL~A1203 deposited
and treated at different temperatures.
.Fig. 15 : Experimentally measured (1) and Gaussian) diffraction
line profiles of Pd oi%t-A1203 calculated using 3 different peak
widths (2-4).
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